
 

 

Noticing that your strands are falling out more than usual lately? Experts say that thinning hair can 
be the result of many different things like diet, lifestyle, and genetics, but in most cases, a poor hair 
care routine can be the biggest culprit. 

That’s why it’s important to ensure that you’re using the right products for your scalp–starting with 
your shampoo. “An ideal shampoo for thinning hair needs to not only improve the volume of your 
strands but also encourage growth and circulation of hair follicles,” New York City dermatologist Neil 
Sadick tells Allure. 
If you're looking for a natural formula to help restore your hair's thickness and health, opting for a 
shampoo like Together Beauty's Vx™ Volumizing Shampoo is the way to go. 

This top-rated 98% natural shampoo just launched at Sephora and is powered by tilia bud extract is 
your new go-to for volume, incredible shine, and fuller-looking hair.  

 
RY IT: Together Beauty Vx Volumizing Shampoo ($29) 

Key Benefits: 

-Formulated with peppermint essential oil to invigorate the follicles and promote fuller-looking hair.  

-Moisturizes and adds long-lasting volume and buoyancy. 

-Soothes and adds shine to lifeless strands.  



Promising Reviews: 

"I’ve been using Sam’s products since the beta line launched in his salon in NYC. To say I’m a super 
fan would be an understatement. Vx is the best shampoo for wimpy, fine hair like mine. I love the 
invigorating lavender and peppermint fragrance as it wakes me up in the shower in the morning. 
Smells divine! Because Vx does what it says and leaves the hair super full, when I want a little less 
volume and more condition, I really like mixing Love Lather and Vx together. The blend leaves my 
hair with the perfect amount of condition and softness while remaining full and bouncy. On days I’m 
feeling extra wild and want to bring back the brightness to my blonde hair, I add a pump of Purple 
Reign. I like to call my blend “Big Bright Love.” Use with Day Dreamer conditioner in the shower and 
Whatever Wherever out of the shower and you’ve got my TOGETHER dream team." - 
JennaInTheCity 

"I purchased this product in the Sam Brocato salon and now am so happy I can get it at Sephora. I 
had very fine and lifeless hair. This shampoo added tons of volume and made it so manageable and 
easy to style. Highly recommend!" - Mavisbelair 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Direct Link: https://www.shefinds.com/collections/this-top-rated-natural-hair-growth-shampoo-basically-
makes-hair-grow-back-instantly/#slide-3 



 


